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The fact that the cuspidal divisor class group of a modular curve is finite 
was proved by Manin [ 141 and Drinfeld [ 11. However, if we want to 
know the cuspidal class number, we need more specific information about 
the units on the modular curve. For the modular curve X,,(p) with p a 
prime, Ogg [lS] determined its cuspidal class number. Kubert and Lang 
[5-133 developed a general theory of modular units and computed the 
cuspidal class number for the curves X(p”) (p # 2, 3). They also considered 
a certain subgroup of the cuspidal divisor class group for the curves 
X,(p”), but not the cuspidal divisor class group itself. It seems to be of 
some interest to determine the (full) cuspidal class number for X,(p”). The 
purpose of the present paper is to determine the cuspidal class number for 
X,(p). In our subsequent papers we shall consider the curves X,(p”). 
Let p be a prime 22, 3. Let x be a non-trivial character of 
(Z/pZ)“/{ +I>, and let kX be the generalized Bernoulli number 
associated to x. Let h,(p) be the cuspidal class number of X,(p). Then our 
main result is the following formula: 
h,(p) = p2 @, fs,,)*. 
A cusp on X,(p) is said to be of the first type if it is lying above the cusp 
0 on X,,(p). Let h:(p) be the order of the subgroup of the cuspidal divisor 
class group generated by the cusps of the first type. Then a formula for 
h:(p) is obtained by Klimek [4] (see also [13]). Comparing it with our 
formula above, we have 
h(p) = (h:(d)2. 
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(The formula for h:(p) is now completely extended to the case of the curve 
X,(N) with N arbitrary. About this result, see Yu [21].) Let 59, go, %? be 
the cuspidal divisor class group, the subgroup generated by the cusps of the 
first type, the subgroup generated by the cusps which are lying above the 
cusp cc on X,(p), respectively. Then Kubert and Lang [ 11, Section 61 
raised the problem to consider the relationship between the two groups %? 
and %?‘+ ?P. We shall prove that %!/(%?O + P’) is a cyclic group, and that 
it is isomorphic to the cuspidal divisor class group of X,(p). For more 
details, see Theorem 4.2 and its corollaries. 
Our idea of the proof is the following. Instead of considering the group 
Ti(p), we consider a certain conjugate group r of it, and take its nor- 
malizer G(h) in Z,(R). Then the group G(h) plays a similar role to 
SC,(Z), and we can regard r as a principal congruence subgroup of 
G(A). Then we can proceed analogously to the case of the principal 
congruence subgroups of &C,(Z). 
In Section 1 we modify the Shimura exact sequence to be suitable for our 
group G(h). In fact we consider more general groups G(a) than 
G(h). In Section 2 we prove the fullness of (modified) Siegel functions 
(Theorem 2.1). In Section 3 we determine the unit group on X,(p) 
explicitly (Theorems 3.1, 3.2). We see that the unit group is generated by 
the (modified) Siegel functions. In Section 4 we express the cuspidal class 
number as an index of a Stickelberger ideal in a group ring, and compute 
it in a similar way to Kubert and Lang (Theorem 4.1). Also we determine 
the structure of the groups Van %7a (Theorem 4.2) and U/(5$” + Uoo) 
(Corollary 2). 
1. THE SHIMURA EXACT SEQUENCE FOR G(a) 
1. In this section we consider a family of groups G(a) which are 
parametrized by all square-free MEN, and modify the Shimura exact 
sequence to be suitable for all members of this family. In our study of the 
cuspidal class number of X,(p) with p a prime, we need only the case 
M= p. But when we consider a modular curve X,(N) for an arbitrary 
NE N, the case of general M will be necessary. Moreover, we can generalize 
the theory of modular units of Kubert and Lang [ 131 to all members of 
this family in a completely analogous manner. So we consider here the case 
of general M. 
2. Let M be a positive square-free integer. Then the group G(a) 
is defined to be the subgroup of X,(R) consisting of all matrices of the 
form 
(1.1) 
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where r denotes a positive divisor of M, r* = M/r, and a, 6, c, d are rational 
integers satisfying adr - bcr* = 1. In particular, if M= 1, then G(d) = 
X,(Z). We say that the element (1.1) is of type r. In this section we denote 
G(&) by r for simplicity. Let T denote the set of all positive divisors of 
M. Let rCr) (r E T) denote the set of all elements of type r and put 
r’= r(l). Then P’ is a normal subgroup of r and rCr) is a coset class of 
r’. The group r’ is isomorphic to the group T,(M), where T,(M) denotes 
the subgroup of X,(Z) consisting of all matrices (z 2) with c = 0 
(mod M). We can define a group structure on the set T by the one-to-one 
mapping r H P. Then Tr T/T’ E (Z/22)‘, where t denotes the number 
of prime factors of M. We denote by ros the product of r and s in the 
group T. Let G be a subgroup of r. Let T(G) be the set of all r E T such 
that G has an element of type r. Then the set T(G) is a subgroup of T. We 
call T(G) the type group of G. Let K be the field generated over Q by all 
J (rET). Let @=CrtT Z J’;. Then 0 is an order in the ring of all 
integers of K. Let I be a non-zero ideal of 0. Then we define the principal 
congruence subgroup T(Z) to be the set of all elements of r which are 
congruent to the unit matrix (= 12) modulo I. 
Remark. Let N(T,(M)) be the normalizer of T,,(M) in SL,(R). Then it 
can be shown that 
-1 
wrcl(M)) 
The group G(,/‘%) is a discrete subgroup of X,(R) commensurable with 
Z,(Z) up to a conjugation and has the following properties common to 
X,(Z). (1) It is maximal among the discrete subgroups of S&(R). (2) It 
has only one equivalence class of cusps (as a transformation group on the 
upper half plane.) (3) The elements of each matrix are algebraic integers. 
Moreover the family of G(,,k) is “complete,” namely it satisfies the 
following (4) and (5). (4) If G is a subgroup of S&(R) commensurable 
with S,!,,(Z), then G is conjugate to a subgroup of G(fi) for a suitable 
M. (5) If M, #Mz, then G(A) is not conjugate to G(a). The 
properties (1 ), (4), (5) were proved by Helling [2,3]. The properties (2) 
and (3) are crucial in the generalization of the theory of modular units of 
Kubert and Lang. (The groups G(h) with q a prime were previously 
considered by the author [ 17, 181.) 
3. Here we summarize several elementary results. Let I be a non- 
zero ideal of 0. Let p be a prime and put IP = ZO Z, n 0. Since 0 0 Z, = 
U + Z@ Z,, we have a canonical isomorphism 
UQZ,/IQZ,~U/I,. (l-2) 
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Let N be the positive integer determined by In Z = NZ. Then we see easily 
thatifp’(IN,thenZ,nZ=peZ.HenceifptN,thenZ,=0,andifp,#p,, 
then Z,, +Z,,2= 0. Since fJ, Z,=Z, by the Chinese remainder theorem we 
have a canonical isomorphism 
n co/z, E OJZ. 
PIN 
(1.3) 
Now we consider a subgroup Y(Z) of GL,(O/Z) which plays an analogous 
role to GL,(Z/NZ) in the case of M= 1. The group 9(Z) is defined as 
follows. When Z= 0, then 9(Z) = 1. When ZZO, 9(Z) is the set of all 
elements g E GL,(Co/Z) which satisfies the equation 
(1.4) 
where r is an element of T, r* = M/r, and a, 6, c, d are rational integers. 
Then Y(Z) is a subgroup of GL,(O/Z). Let $(Z) be the subgroup of 9?(Z) 
consisting of all elements g such that det(g) = 1 (mod I). Let D(Z) be the 
subgroup of 9(Z) consisting of all elements g satisfying the equation 
g=(A i) (modZ) f or some rational integer d. Then we have 9(Z) = 
gU(Z) D(Z). The group 9JZ) is an analogue of SL,(Z/NZ). 
Fk0posIT10~ 1.1. The reduction map r + 3,,(Z) induces an isomorphism 
r/z-( I) 2 F&(Z). 
Proof: As in the case of SL,(Z/NZ), this follows from the following 
well known lemma. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 1. Let a, b, c, d, r, s, N be rational integers satisfying rsN #O, 
(r, s) = 1, and adr - bcs 3 1 (mod N). Then there exist rational integers a,, 
b 1, cl, d, such that they are congruent to a, b, c, d module N, respectively, 
andsatisfya,d,r-b,c,s=l. 
Let ‘Y(Z) be the subgroup of 9(Z) consisting of all elements g (&(I)) 
such that they satisfy the equation (1.4) with r = 1. Let T(Z) be the subset 
of T consisting of all r (ET) such that Eq. (1.4) holds for g= 1,. Then T(Z) 
is a subgroup of T. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. ( 1) %( Z)/F( I) g T/T(Z). 
(2) T(Z) = W-(Z)). 
Proof. It is easy to see that for any g E 9(Z) an element r E T satisfying 
(1.4) is determined modulo T(Z). If we put q(g) = rT(Z), we have a 
homomorphism cp: a(Z) + T/T(Z). Since cp is surjective and ker cp = F?(Z), 
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we have the isomorphism of (1). Next we show (2). Let r E T(Z). Then there 
exist rational integers a, 6, c, d satisfying the equation (r$ t$) s (A y) 
(mod I). Then Lemma 1 implies that there exists an element g of Z(Z) of 
type r. This implies r E T(ZJZ)). Hence we have T(Z) c T(Z(Z)). The reverse 
inclusion follows immediately from the definition. Q.E.D. 
4. Now we define an adele group G,, associated to G(s). Let 
K be as before. Let p be a prime. We put 
KP=QPQQK= c Q,O& 
IET 
K,=RQ,K= c RQJ;. 
IET 
Let G, (resp. G,,) be the subgroup of GL,(K,) (resp. GL,(K,)) 
consisting of all matrices g satisfying 
(1.5) 
where r E T, r* = M/r, a, b, c, d E Q, (resp. R) and adr - bcr* # 0 
(resp. >O.) We call r in (1.5) the type of g. Let U, be the subgroup of 
G, consisting of all elements g satisfying (1.5) with a, b, c, dE Z, and 
adr - bcr* E Z;. Let U, = G,, . Then the group G,, is defined to be the 
subgroup of np G, x G,, consisting of all elements g = n g, x g, 
(g, E G,, g, E G, + ) satisfying the following conditions (1) and (2): 
(1) There is an element r E T such that the types of g, and g, are 
all r. 
(2) The components g, are contained in U, except for a finite 
number of primes p. 
We call the element r in (1) the type of g. Put KA = QA @o K. Then GA + 
may be also defined as the subgroup of GL,(K,) consisting of all g which 
can be written in the form (1.5) with a, b, c, dE QA and amdm r - 
b,c,r*>O. Put U=G,,nn, U,xU,. We denote by G>+ (resp. Ue) 
the set of all elements g of G,, (resp. U) such that the type of g is 1. Then 
Gz4, and U’ are subgroups of G,, and U respectively. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. G,+/G>, E UJU’z (Z/22)‘. 
Proof. Use the mapping g H r ( = the type of g). Q.E.D. 
Let U; (resp. G’,,) be the set of all elements of type 1 in U,, 
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(resp. G,,). Then ZJ; and G>+ are subgroups of U, and G,, , 
respectively. Let us consider the mapping 





VP if P I M 
GZ,S G(R) + > 
where VP denotes the subgroup of GL,(Z,) cosisting of all matrices (z 5;) 
with c E 0 (mod p). Hence we have the following isomorphism: 
U’r n GL,(Z,)xn V,xGL,(R)+. (1.6) 
P!M PlM 
Since the right hand side of (1.6) has the usual locally compact topology, 
we define the topology of u’ by this isomorphism. Also we define the 
topology of G,, to be the weakest one such that u’ is an open subset and 
G A+ is a topological group. 
Let 0 be the order in K defined before. Let Z be a non-zero ideal of 0 
and let N be the positive integer satisfying In Z = NZ. Let pr: U+ 
nplN Up be the projection. Let I: flplN Up -+nplNGL,(ZpQO) be the 
inclusion. Let p: nplN GL,(Z,O 0) --f nplN GL,(Z,Q O/Z,QZ) be the 
homomorphism induced by the reduction map modulo Z,QZ. Let 
fi:~plNGL~(ZpQ~/ZpQZ)~~p,~GL~(~/Zp) andf2:13plNGLVVZp)~ 
G&(0/Z) be the isomorphisms induced by the ones defined in (1.2) and 
(1.3). Then combining these mappings we have a homomorphism cp = 
f2 ofi 0 p o I opr: U + GL,(Co/Z). Put U(Z) = ker cp. Then 
PROPOSITION 1.4. The homomorphism q above induces an isomorphism 
U/U(Z) z S(Z). 
Proof: It is sufficient to prove Im cp = Y(Z). First we show Im cp c ‘9(Z). 
Let g be an element of U of type r. Then for each p 1 N g, = ( Y’z$ y!?$) 
with ap, BP, yp, 6, E Z,. We can take rational integers a, b, c, d satisfying 
a-ap~b-/3p-c-y,~d-6p~0 (modNZ,) for every PIN. Then 
cpk)=(“$ :g ( mod I). This implies Im cp c Q(Z). Next we show 
9(Z) c Im cp. Let h be an element of 9(Z) and put h = (T$ :$) (mod I) 
with a, b, c, dE Z. Then (adr - bcr*, N) = 1. Let a, 8, y, 6 be elements of 
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QA defined by a,=a, bp=b, yp=c, 6,=d ifpIN; tlp=ap=O, flp=yp= 1 
if p)N and plr; ctp=dp=l, /Ip=yp=O, if pJN and pjr, c1,=6,=1, 
BcD=Ym=O. put g=Cy@p a@J . z J B ‘fi) Then ge U and cp(g)=h. Hence we 
have Y(Z) c Im cp. Q.E.D. 
5. Now we modify the Shimura exact sequence to be suitable for 
our group G(fi). Let us recall the results of Shimura [16]. Let 3;’ 
(NE N) be the field of all modular functions with respect to the principal 
congruence subgroup Z(N) of X,(Z) such that the Fourier coefficients 
belong to the cyclotomic field Q(e2”‘jN) = k,. Put g(l) = UN 3:‘. Then we 
have the Shimura exact sequence [16, Theorem 6.231 
l- Q”GL,(R)+ - GMQ,)+ 2 Aut(S”‘) - 1, 
where c is a continuous homomorphism and induces a topological group 
isomorphism 
1 GUQ, 1 +IQ”GUR) + = Aut(S”‘). (1.7 
The action of CJ is described as follows. Let h(t) E g(‘) and let c( E G&(Q) + 
Then 
ho(“)(r) = h(cr(z)). (1.8) 
Let a=(; i) with ~E~~Z,XXR+. Assume h(t)~~z). Let h(r)= 
C,“=, a,,q” be the Fourier expansion where q= eZniriN, m E Z and a, E k,. 
Take an integer d E Z such that d 3 6, (mod NZ,) for every p I N. Let rrd be 
the automorphism of k, defined by i”,” = i$ where {N = e2”i’N. Then 
(1.9) 
The action of o can be completely known by (1.8) and (1.9). 
Now we consider the case of general M. Put 
5(M) = {h(z/&f) 1 h(z) E ,(“}. 
Then the mapping h(r) H h(r/@) induces an isomorphism 
Aut( 3”‘) E Aut( @““). 
Let cp’: G,, + GL2(QA)+ be the mapping defined by 
(1.10) 
(1.11) 
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(a, b, c, dE QA). Then cp’ is not a homomorphism, but the restriction of q’ 
on G;+ is a conjugation by (A ,,“J;ii), and induces an isomorphism 
G’,+~GL,(Q,)+. Let cp’(g,)=g with g,EG>+. Then q’-‘(g)= 
{g,(l@$)-‘l,lr~T}. Let ((M)) be the subgroup of Q” 
(cGL,,(Q,)+) generated by all r E T. Let ((a)) be the subgroup of 
G A+ generated by all (lo&) 1, (TE T). Let cp: G,, + GLZ(QA)+/((M)) 
be the composition of cp’ and the canonical homomorphism GLZ(QA)+ + 
GLZ(QA)+/((M)). Then cp is a surjective homomorphism and ker cp is 
((a)). Hence we have an isomorphism 
G,+I<q’k$ = GJ%QA)+I<WG. (1.12) 
It is easy to see that q-‘(Qx)=Qx((fi)) and (p-‘(GL,(R)+((M)))= 
G’, + ((,/%)). By this and (1.12) we have an isomorphism 
G,+/Q”G’,+ <<a>> g GL,(Q,)+IQ”GL,(R)+. (1.13) 
Then combining the three isomorphisms (1.13), (1.7), and (1.10) we have 
G,+/Q”G’,+ Q’% g AWS’“‘). (1.14) 
Since cp’ coincides on U’ with the isomorphism (1.6), the isomorphism 
(1.12) is a homeomorphism. Hence (1.13) and (1.14) are also homeo- 
morphisms. Let Q: G,, + Aut( $JP”‘) be the surjective homomorphism 
determined by (1.14). (We use the same notation 0 as in the case of M= 1.) 
Then we have the following theorem which is a modification of [16, 
Theorem 6.231. 
THEOREM 1.1. The sequence 
l- Q”G’,+(@>- G,, 4 Aut( SCM’) - 1 
is exact, so that Aut(SCM)) is isomorphic to G,,/Q”G’, + (( &)) as a 
topological group. 
Let Go+ be the subgroup of G,, consisting of all g (EGO+) of the form 
(1.5) with a, b, c, d E Q. Then by the mapping g H (z$ :$) the group 
G o+ can be embedded into GL,(R)+. By this embedding we define the 
action of Go+ on the upper half plane &. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let h(z) be an element of SCM). 
(1) Let aECQ+. Then ho(“)(z) = h(a(z)). 
(2) Let h(r) = C,“=,, a,,q” be the Fourier expansion with q = eZnirlN J;i? 
(NEN), mEZ, anda,EkN. Let u=(“$” ,i,) (EU) with 6~n,Z;xR+. 
481/151/2-7 
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Let dE Z be an integer satisfying d = 6, (mod NZ,) for every p 1 N. Then 
h”‘“‘( 5) = C,“= m a:q’. 
ProoJ: These follows immediately from (1.8), (1.9), the definition of 0 
(( 1.14)), and the definition of the action of Go+ on !+j. Q.E.D. 
Let T(““) be the set of all open subgroups S of G,, containing 
Q”G’,+ ((a)) such that S/QXGL + ((fi)) is compact. For each 
s E 2F”), put 
gs = (h E SCM) 1 h”‘“’ = h Vx E S}. 
Let k, be the finite abelian extension of Q corresponding to the subgroup 
Q” .det(S) of Q; (cf. [16, p. 1441). Then we have the following proposi- 
tion which is a modification of [ 16, Prop. 6.271. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. For any SE TcM), r, is commensurable with 
Q’<<fi> C ($0 that rslQx<&> 1s a F h UC sian group of the first kind 
commensurable with r/( + 1 } ), and Gas is the field of all automorphic 
functions with respect to rs. Furthermore, k, is algebraically closed in 8s. 
ProofI Let S’ be the subgroup of GLZ(QA)+ corresponding to S by 
the isomorphism (1.13). Then the proposition follows immediately from 
[16, Prop. 6.271 and the following: (1) Let Z;= Z,n G;+. Then Z;= 
(:, j&-l cd:, j$) and [Z,:Z;]=2’. (2) Ss={h(r/&)jh~g~). 
(3) k,=ks. (2) is obvious. Let cp’ be the mapping (1.11). Then for 
any gE%+, Q” . det cp’( g) = Q” . det g. Since cp’( S) = S’, we have 
Q” . det(S’) = Q” . det(S). This proves (3). Let us consider (1). Let G 
(resp. G’) be a subgroup of G,, (resp. GLZ(QA)+) containing ((a)) 
(resp. ((M))) satisfying G/((a)) g G’/{(M)) by the isomorphism (1.12). 
Put G’=GnG’,+. 
G’(i l,oa) (in 
Then it is easy to see that G’= (t , @“,;;i?))’ 
the group GL,(K,)) and that G=U,.TGe. 
(10&)-l 1,. Th us it is sulkient to show Z,/((&>> s Z,,/((M)), or 
equivalently cp’(T,) = Zs. First we note that g E Go+ if and only if cp’( g) E 
G-h(Q) +. If gETs=SnGGo+, then cp’(g)Ecp’(S)nGL,(Q)+ =Ts. 
Hence cp’(Z,) c Zs. Conversely if g, E Zss, then g, = cp’( g) for some g E S. 
Since g, E CL,(Q) + , we have g E S n Go, = Zs. Hence Zs c cp’(Z,). Thus 
cp’(rs) = rs. Q.E.D. 
Now we consider special types of S. Let 0 be the order in K defined 
before. Let Z be a non-zero ideal of 0 and let N be the positive integer 
determined by In Z = NZ. Put S = S(Z) = Q” (( &)) U(Z). Then it is easy 
to see that Zs=Qx((@)) Z(Z) and k,= k,. We write ijs= ?j,, and 
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when Z= 0 = (l), we write gs = 3, simply. The field i’js is a Galois exten- 
sion of sl. Since UnQ”((&)) U(Z)= &U(Z), we have Gal(g,/g,)g 
S( ( 1 ))/S( I) % U/f U(Z). With this and Proposition 1.4 we have 
GaWdSl) s %Z)l{ f 1). (1.15) 
When M= 1 and Z= NZ (0 = Z), it is known that ss= a$’ (cf. [16, 
p. 1543). More generally the field 5, can be characterized as follows. 
PROPOSITION 1.7. Let Z and N be as above. Then ijI is the field of all 
automorphic functions with respect to T(Z) such that the Fourier coefficients 
belong to k,. 
Proof Let 3’ be the field of all automorphic functions with respect o 
Z(Z) such that the Fourier coefficients belong to k,. Then ?j,c 5’ by 
Propositions 1.5 and 1.6. Conversely let h(r) be an element of 5’. Then 
there exists a positive integer N, such that N, is a multiple of N and 
h(z) E gJ with .Z= N, 0. Thus in order to prove h(r) E 5, it is sufficient to 
show that U(Z) is generated by U(J), Z(Z) and the set of all (A ,z,), where 
8~ n Z; x R, and 6,s 1 (mod NZ,) (Vp’pl N). Let D be the set of all 
( A ,g,) with h~nZ;xR+. Then U = U(J) TD by Propositions 1.1 and 
1.4. Let IXE U(Z) and put a=a,yu with ~1~ E U(J), FEZ, and UE D. Then 
yu = a;‘a E U(Z). This implies 6, = 1 (mod NZ,) (Vpi N). Hence UE U(Z) 
and y E f(Z). This proves the proposition. Q.E.D. 
We do not use the following proposition, but include it here for the 
interest. 
PROPOSITION 1.8. Let S be the subgroup of GLZ(QA)+ corresponding to 
ax<<&)) U by (1.13). Then S is maximal in the family 9’(l). 
Proof Let S’ be an element of ?,?‘(l) and assume S c S’. Then Z, c Z, 
ad k,r>ks. Since k, = Q, we have k,. = Q, hence k, = k,,. The groups 
rslQ" = rslQ" are both Fuchsian groups of the first kind. Since 
r,lQ"~~/{fl) is maximal in the set of the Fuchsian groups of the 
first kind (see Remark in Section 1.2), we have Z,/Q” = Z,./Q”, hence 
Z, = Z,. . Then by [ 16, Lemma 6.291 we have S = S’. Q.E.D. 
2. FULLNESS OF SIEGEL FUNCTIONS 
1. Henceforth we assume that p is a fixed prime number. (After 
Section 3 we assume p # 2, 3.) 
The group TI(p) is a subgroup of SL,(Z) consisting of all matrices (z f;) 
with a = d = 1 (mod p) and c = 0 (mod p). Let Z be a Fuchsian group of 
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the first kind. Then the quotient space r\5 can be completed to a com- 
plete non-singular curve denoted by X,. When Z= T,(p), the curve X, is 
denoted by X,(p). Though our purpose is to determine the cuspidal class 
number of X,(p), we consider another curve instead of X,(p). 
Let A4 and 0 be the same as in Section 1. Put M= p and I= & 0. Then 
we denote the curve X, with Z= T(Z) by X(A). Since T(Z) = (A A-.-’ 
UP)(:, ; ), the curve X(h) 
class numger of X(h) 
is isomorphic to X,(p). Hence the cuspidal 
curve X(d). 
is equal to that of X,(p), so that we consider the 
Put S=QY(&)) U(Z). W e d enote the function field gs simply by 3. 
Then 5 is the field of all automorphic functions with respect to Z(& 0) 
such that the Fourier coefficients belong to k, = Q(e2”“P) (Proposition 1.7), 
and the field Cg can be identified with the field of all meromorphic func- 
tions on X(d) (Proposition 1.6). Every element h of i’$ has the 
q-expansion C,“=,, a,,q” with q = e2nir/J and a,,, #O (Ekp). Let P, be the 
prime of 5 corresponding to the valuation v, defined by v,(h) = m. Then 
the residue field of P, is k,, hence the degree of P, is one. Thus above 
P, there lies only one prime of Cg, which is denoted by P,,,. The prime 
P corresponds to the infinite point co on X(h). We call the prime P, 
(rzi. P, C) the standard cuspidal prime of 5 (resp. Cg). Let g1 be the 
same as in Section 1.5. Then the Galois group Gal(g/Si) can be identified 
with the group Y(f)=%(&Co)/{kl} ((1.15)), where Y=9(&0) 
consists of all matrices (: ‘j) and (y t) in GL,(B/& 0) with a, b, c, 
dE (Z/PZ)~. We call the former of type 1 and the latter of type p. Let P be 
a prime of 3 and let vp be the valuation of P. For each element (T of 
Gal(g/Si) we define the prime P” of 5 by vpo(hu)= vp(h) (hi 3). This 
defines a right action of Gal(g/gi). When P = P,, the degree of P”, is also 
one. So that above P”, there lies only one prime of C’& which is denoted 
by P”, c. Let D = D(& 0) and %,,= 9,,(& 0) be the subgroups of 9 
defined’ in Section 1.3. If 0 is an element of D, then we have P”, = P, by 
Proposition 1.5, hence P”,,C= P,,,. If c is an element of $( &-) = 
gU/( f l}, then there exists an element c1 of G(h) such that ~=a 
(mod &Z(& 0)) by Proposition 1.1. In this case the prime P”,,C 
corresponds to the point on A’(&) represented by a-‘(m). Thus for any 
element 0 of Gal(g/Si) the prime P’& corresponds to some cusp on 
X(h). Moreover, since all cusps of G(&) (and r(& 0)) can be written 
as a-‘( co) with an element a of G(h), the primes P”,,C exhaust all cusps 
on X(h). We call the primes P”, (resp. P&) the cuspidal primes of 3 
(resp. Cg ). 
Let 9 (resp. 9o) be the free abelian group generated by the cuspidal 
primes of $j (resp. Cg), and let 9& (resp. 9o ,,) be the subgroup of ti (resp. 
&.) of divisors of degree 0. Let 9 (resp. go) be the group of non-zero 
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functions in 5 (resp. Cg) such that the divisors have support within the 
cuspidal primes. The factor group 
% = %‘( ,,,$) = 9,Jdiv %c 
is called the cuspidal divisor class group on X(h). The order of 59 is the 
cuspidal class number of X(h). By the mapping P”, H P”,,c we have 
isomorphisms 9 E 9c and 9,, z 9,-, . We see later that %c = C”% (see the 
argument after Theorem 2.1). So that we have div % z div %c, hence 
gO/div % E 5+?. 
Let C= C(& 0) be the abelian subgroup of Y consisting of all matrices 
(E II) and (i i) with a, be (Z/pZ)x. Put C( +)= C/( f 11. Then we have 
the unique decomposition 
qf)=C(+)D=DC(+). (2.1) 
We call C (resp. C( f )) the Cartan group in 9 (resp. 59( + )). We can see 
easily that the isotropy group of P, is D. Let us denote by a(a) the 
element of Gal(g/gl) corresponding to a E 9( + ), Then (2.1) shows that 
the mapping a H Pz’ gives a one-to-one correspondence between the 
Cartan group C( f ) and the set of cuspidal primes of 5. Put R = Z[C( f )] 
and let R, be the subgroup of R of elements of degree 0. Then by this 
correspondence we have 
RLZ9 and R,r&. (2.2) 
Remark. Let K be any rational integer prime to p. Let Ctxj be the sub- 
group of 9 consisting of all matrices (5 z) and (z 2). Then the group C,,, 
also satisfies (2.1) in place of C. We also call this group CcKj a Cartan 
group. In the present paper we take K = 1 for simplicity. Though we can 
define Cartan groups in a more intrinsic manner, we ommit it here. We do 
it elsewhere in a more general setting such that M and I are arbitrary. 
2. We recall the definition of Siegel functions [ 131. Let a = (al, a*) 
be an element of Q* - Z*. Then the Siegel function g, is defined by 
g,(t) = f,(T) A”‘*(.r), 
where t,(r) is the Klein form and d”‘*(r) is a 12th root of d(z): 
f,(r) = e- (1/*)(~141+~2~2)za(z, CT, I]), 
A”‘*(z) = 2niq(z)*. 
Here q i , q2 are the quasi periods of the Weierstrass zeta function associated 
with the period lattice [z, 11, c is the corresponding Weierstrass sigma 
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function, z = a, t + a,, and q(7) is the Dedekind eta function. The Siegel 
function has the q-product 
where qr = e2”‘, qz = e2niz, and B,(X)=X’-X+ l/6 is the second 
Bernoulli polynomial. Let a E Q’- Z2 and b E Z2. Then the Klein forms 
satisfy the transformation formula 
fa+d7) = &(a, b) f,(7), 
where ~(a, b) is a root of unity given by 
~(a, 6) = exp ~(b,bz+b,+b,+a,h,-u,b,)]. 
On the other hand, from the transformation formula for the eta function 
we have 
d1’12(a(7))=j(a, 7) $(a) d”12(7), 
where a = (z f;) E SL,(Z), j(a, 7) = c7 + d, and $ is a character of S,!,,(Z). 
We quote the explicit expression of II/ from Weber 120, Section 38, 
pp. E-1271. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let + be the character of SL,(Z) defined above. Let 
a = (F f;) be any element of SL,(Z). Then 
(1) II/(-a)= -$(a). 
(2) When d > 0 and odd, 
$(a) = (- l)+ ‘)I2 exp ; {(b-c)d+ac(l -d2)}]. 
(3) When c>O and odd, 
t,+(a)= -i(-f)(c-1)/2exp z {(a+d)c+bd(l -c’)}]. 
[ 
From Proposition 2.1 it follows immediately that ker II/ is a congruence 
subgroup of SL,(Z) of level 12 and of index 12. As is well known, the com- 
mutator of SL,(Z) has also index 12. Hence ker $ is the commutator of 
=2(z)- 
Now we modify Siegel functions so as to be suitable for the group 
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r(& 0). Let T be the group of all types as in Section 1, namely 
T=(l,p}. For each element ~-ET, put Z”‘=ZfixZfi and A”‘= 
(l/r)ZJ;x(l/r*)ZJXz @). For an element U= (a, ,/?, a2 ,/?)E 
A”‘, put u(‘) = (a,, q2) (cQ2 - Z 2, . Then the function g,(r) is defined by 
J; g,(z) = g&l - z 
( > p ’ 
(2.4) 
For u E Z”), put E(U, u) = E(u(‘), u”‘), where uCr) (EZ’) is defined similarly to 
d’). Let a = (z$ :$) ( s E T) be an element of G(h). Then put a(‘) = 
( $!y!, 5;1:;“,;;, (ESL,(Z)). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let u be an element of A”‘. 
(1) Let UEZ”‘. Then g,+u(z)=E(u, u) g,(T). 
(2) Let aE G(h). Then g,(a(z)) = $,(a) gla(z), where IclJa) = 
ti(a’9. 
(3) Let aE r(& 0). Then g,(a(z)) = q,(a) $Ja) g,(r), where E,(a) = 
E(U, u) with u = u(a - 12) (EZ(‘)). 
Proof: (1) follows immediately from the transformation formula for the 
Klein forms. (2) follows from the transformation formula for A1/12(r). (3) 
follows from (1) and (2). Q.E.D. 
In the notation of Proposition 2.2 E(U, u) is a 2pth root of unity and 
+Ja) is a 12th root of unity. So that gi’” depends only on the residue class 
of u modulo Z(‘) and is also invariant under the exchange of u by --u. 
Moreover g, 12p is a modular function with respect o r(& 0) and has no 
zeros and poles on $3. By the q-products for Siegel functions we see that the 
Fourier coefficients of gi2” belong to k,. Hence gi’” is an element of the 
group 9. Put J& = (A”‘/Z”))/{ f 1 } and d = d(l) u dCp) (disjoint). 
Then the group 9( + ) operates on d by the right multiplication of 
matrices. If UE &(‘I and if a (&( f )) is of type s, then ua E SS?(‘~~). For 
u E& and for a(a) E Gal(g/Si) (a E 9( + )) we have 
(2.5) 
In fact if a is an element of %,,( + ), then (2.5) follows from Proposi- 
tion 1.5(l) and Proposition 2.2(2). If a is an element of D, then (2.5) 
follows from Proposition 1.5(2) and the q-products for Siegel functions. 
Since Y( + ) = CC&( + ) D, (2.5) holds for all a E 59( + ). 
Now we consider the divisor of g, 12p. For any x E R we denote by (x) 
therealnumberdefinedbyO<(x)<land (x)zx(modZ).Letu~~@‘) 
and let U’ = (u; , u;) E A”’ be a representative of U. Put U; = al, fi. Then the 
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number rB,( (a; )) does not depend on the choice of u’, but depends only 
on U. So we denote it by B2,J(a1)). 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let u be an element of ~4~~). Then the divisor of g,?’ 
is given by 
where s denotes the type of a. 
ProoJ The order at P, can be obtained by the q-products for Siegel 
functions. Then the formula follows immediately from (2.5). Q.E.D. 
3. Now we consider the group ring R. Let us define the 
Stickelberger element 8 E R, = Q[ C( f )] by 
~9=; c B 2,p~sKb44J) E-l, 
=eC(+) 
where s denotes the type of c( and w denotes the element of J&‘) repre- 
sented by (A/p, 0). If we denote by G+,~ and o-,~ the elements (z z) and 
(i t) of C( + ) (a, b E (Z/PZ)~/{ f 1 }), respectively, then 
We denote by Ce( f ) the set of all o +,n. Then Ce( + ) is a subgroup of 
C( + ) of index 2, and is isomorphic to (Z/pZ)‘/{ f 1 }. Let x be a character 
of C( f ) and let e, be the idempotent in Rc = C[C( f )] associated to x: 
1 
e =- C 
x Ic(+ )I ZEC(k) 
x(a)cr-‘. 
Then Be, = (iB,,z,c) e,, where B,,,,= is the Bernoulli-Cartan number 
defined by 
B 2,z.c = c B2.P (((wah>)x(aL 
rxEC(f) 
where s denotes the type of a. Let x0 be the character of (Z/pZ)‘/{ f l} 
obtained by the restriction of x to Ce( f ). If x0 # 1, then B2,X,C= B2,xo, 
where B2,Xo denotes the generalized Bernoulli number associated to x0, 
namely, 
(P- 1)/2 
B 22x0 =P 1 B2 
a=1 
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Now we prove the fullness of functions gy. Let Y be the subgroup of 
9 consisting of all functions g in B which can be written as g = c n, gf’“‘, 
where c ski, M(U)E Z, and g, is a function (2.4) with r and u arbitrary. 
Since the rank of g0 is c(p) - 1, the rank of Y/k,” is at most c(p) - 1, 
where c(p) = 1 C( + )I is the number of cusps of X(&) and is equal to p - 1 
ifpZ2, or equal to 2 ifp=2. 
THEOREM 2.1. The group Y/k,” has the possible maximal rank c(p) - 1. 
Proof Let Y’ be the subgroup of Y generated by all g?. Then it is 
sufficient to prove that the rank of Y’ modulo constants is c(p) - 1, 
namely, that the rank of div Y’ is c(p) - 1. We identify the cuspidal divisor 
group 9 with R by (2.2). Since the group C( f ) operates on d transitively, 
every element u of d can be written uniquely as u = WM: with 01 EC( f ). 
Then by Proposition 2.3 we have div( gz) = 12p&x. This implies div Y’ = 
12pOR ( cRO). Put V= OR, (cCR,). Then it is sufficient to prove 
dim, V= c(p) - 1. Let x be a character of C( +). We show that if x # 1 
then e, E V, hence dim, V= c(p) - 1. As is seen above, we have Be, = 
($2,z,C) e,. So that it is sufficient to show that if I# 1 then B2,X,C # 0. If 
x0 # 1, then B,,,,== B,,,. The fact B,,,,#O is well known (see, e.g., 
Washington [19, p.30]), hence B,,,,c#O. If x0=1, then x(c~,~)= -1. 
Hence by direct calculations, we have B,,,,c = -(p - 1)/6 # 0. Q.E.D. 
As a consequence of this theorem, we have & = C”9. In fact, since 
Fo/CxY is a finite group, if g E Yc, then some power of g belongs to C”9. 
This implies g E C”9. 
The functions gi2p (U E &‘) are the conjugates of g? over 5,. Hence the 
product of gA2p is an element of 5i. Since the group G(&) has only one 
equivalence class of cusps, this product must be a constant. In fact we have 
n gyp = pep. 
UC.& 
(2.6) 
Theorem 2.1 shows that this is the only one relation among the func- 
tions gt*“. 
3. DETERMINATION OF THE UNIT GROUP 9 
1. From now on we assume p # 2, 3. The reasons why we exclude 
2 and 3 are that they are exceptional primes, and that the modular curves 
X,(2), X,(3) have genus 0, so that the cuspidal class numbers are 1. In this 
section we shall determine the unit group 9”. 
First we determine the group Y. Let u be an element of A”‘. Then we 
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call r the type of U, and write u = ((x/r) A, (y/r*) fl) (x, YE Z). Let 
m(u) be a rational integer and let us cosider a function g = n, g;‘“‘. Since 
the Fourier coefficients of g, belong to the field k, (because of p # 2), the 
condition g E 9’ is equivalent to that g is a modular function with respect 
to r(& 0). By Proposition 2.2(3), this condition is equivalent to the 
following: 
JJ {&,(ct) l ,(tx)}m(U) = 1 v’cc Er(& 0). (3.1) 
LEMMA 3.1. rf a E r( 12pB), then q,(a) = @,(a) = 1. 
Proof This follows immediately from (2.3) and Proposition 2.1. Q.E.D. 
Put Gk= ZJ& O)/ZJkO), for k= 3,4, p. Then G,E SL,(Z/kZ) for 
k= 3,4, and we have a canonical decomposition r(& O)/ZJ12pO)g 
G3 xG4 x G,. We can take elements ak and flk of r(&O) (k= 3,4, p) 
such that c(k = (:, q) (mod kCo), flk = (A ;) (mod kO), and tlk = flk - (:, T) 
(mod 10) for all 1= 3,4, p with I # k. 
LEMMA 3.2. The set {a,, bk} (k = 3,4, p) generates the factor group 
rc& s)lr(12Po). 
Proof. In fact it is easy to see that each group Gk (k = 3,4, p) is 
generated by (A <) and (h y). From this the lemma follows. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.3. (1) If k=r= p, then &,(ak)=exp[(&ti/p) tl], otherwise 
E,(q) = 1. Here <I is an integer satisfying ll = 2-‘x2 (mod p). 
(2) Zf k= r* = p (r = l), then &,(pk) = exp[(2zi/p) <*I, otherwise 
&,(flk) = 1. Here t2 is an integer satisfying r2 = -2-‘y2 (mod p). 
ProoJ: 
be 
Since (2) is similar to (1 ), we prove only (1). Let CI = ( i,+$ :+9p) 
an element of r(& 0) (a, b, c, dg Z). Then by (2.3) we have E,(U) = 
exp[(2rri/2) 51, where 5 E Q and < = ar*x(bx + 1) + dry(cy + 1) + 
(b/r) x2 + bx - (c/r*) y2 + cy (mod 22). (Here we used the condition 
det(a) = 1.) Put GI = tlk. Then, since a- d-0 (mod 12) and c = 0 
(mod 12p), we have 5 z (b/r) x2 + bx (mod 22). If k= 3, then b=O 
(mod 4p), hence 5 - 0 (mod 22). This implies &,(ak) = 1. If k = 4, then b/r 
and b are both odd integers, hence < = x2 + x = x(x + 1) = 0 (mod 22). 
This implies E,(c~~) = 1. If k = p # r, then r = 1. Since b r0 (mod 12), we 
have 5 z 0 (mod 2Z), hence &,(ak) = 1. Lastly let k = p = r. Since b is even, 
we can write bx2/r = 25,fp with an integer <, . Hence 5 = 25,/p (mod 2Z), 
and &,(dk)=exp[(2ni/p) tl]. Since b= 1 (mod p), we have 5, =2-‘x2 
(mod P). Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 3.4. (1) $,(ak) = exp[(2ni/3) r] (k = 3), exp[(2ni/4)( -r)] 
(k=4), 1 (k=p). 
(2) Il/Jpk) = exp[(2ni/3)( -r*)] (k = 3), exp[(2rrni/4) r*] (k = 4), 1 
(k = P). 
Proof. Since (2) is similar to (l), we consider only (1). Let c1 be the 
same as in the proof of Lemma 3.3. Then Q(‘) = ( ’ (Ttp hr ). Assume d E 0 
(mod 12). Then by Proposition 2.1, we have $Jcc) = $tG1+(‘f) = exp[(27+12) 
(br-cr*)] (even when 1 +dp<O). Let c~=c(~. Then c=drO (mod 12) 
hence $J~(~)=exp[(2ni/12)br]. If k= 3, then b=O (mod4). Let b=4b,. 
Since b E 1 (mod 3), we have b, = 1 (mod 3). Hence $,(~l~)= 
exp[(2rri/3) blr]=exp[(27ri/3)r]. Ifk=4, then b=O (mod 3). Let b=3b2. 
Since b= 1 (mod 4), we have b,- -1 (mod 4). Hence +,(a,)= 
exp[(27ri/4) b2r]=exp[(2zi/4)(-r)]. If k=p, then b-0 (mod 12). Hence 
*r(Q) = 1. Q.E.D. 
Now combining Lemmas 3.1-3.4 with (3.1), we have the characterization 
of the group Y. 
THEOREM 3.1. The group Y consists of all functions g of the form 
g = c n, g;““, where c E k,“, m(u) E Z, and (m(u)} satisfies the following 
conditions: 
0) Cu:,.vpe=pm(u)x2-0 (mod P). 
(ii) Cu:,.vpvpe=l m(u)y2=0 (mod P). 
(iii) C, m(u) r = 0 (mod 12). 
(iv) C, m(u) r* -0 (mod 12). 
2. Now we prove 9 = Y. Let u be as above. If (x, y) satisfies one 
of the conditions 
(i) 1 <x<+(p-1), y=O or (ii) x=0, l<ydi(p-1), 
(3.2) 
then we call u reduced, and denote by W the set of all reduced u. Note that 
B is a complete set of representatives of d. We call any function in Cs’p’ 
a modular function. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let 1 be a prime number and let m: 9 + Z be a mapping. 
IfrI”EW C’“‘= g’ with g modular, then the residue classes of m(u) module 
I are equal to each other. 
Proof: The following proof is based on the method of [ 131. Let f # 0 
be a modular function and let f = C a,,qk be its Fourier expansion with 
qNce 2ni7’N J. Let a,q”, be the lowest term. Then the power series f * = 
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f/a,qE is called the reduced form off: Let gz and g* be the reduced form 
of g, and g, respectively. Then we have 
(3.3) 
By the q-products for Siegel functions, g,* is a power series of q, (N= 1) 
and has coefficients in the ring of cyclotomic integers oP in k,. On the other 
hand from the relation of the lemma it follows that the Fourier coefficients 
of c,g with some Ith root of unity [, belong to k,. So that by a conse- 
quence of a theorem of Shimura [ 13, Chap. 4, Lemma 3.11, the coefficients 
of c,g have bounded denominators, hence the coefficients of g* belong to 
k, and also have bounded denominators. Then by (3.3) and the Gauss 
lemma for power series with bounded denominators, we see that the power 
series g* also has coefficients in 0,. Let a, be the coefficient of q, in g,*. 
Then 
1 
-([‘+pJ if x = 0, 
al= -1 if x= 1, y=O, 
0 if x#O, 1, y=O, 
where { = e2ni’p. We write m(x, y) instead of m(u). Then the coefficient of 
q1 in the power series n,, J g,*)“‘“’ is given by 
IP- I)/2 
-41, 0) - C m(O, y)(iY+ i --“). (3.4) 
.L’ = I 
Since this is equal to the coefficient of q, in (g*)‘, (3.4) must be congruent 
to 0 modulo 1. Then by [ 13, Chap. 4, Lemma 2.31 we have 
m(l,O)-m(0, 1)~ ... =m(O, (p- 1)/2) (mod 1). (3.5) 
Let U be the group defined in Section 1.4. Let c1 be an element of U whose 
finite part is (y A). (The type of c1 is p.) Then applying o(a) to the relation 
of the lemma, we have nUE9( g$*))m(u) =(gy’“‘)‘, where g, = i, g E go’). Let 
ua = ((y/r*) p, (X/T) fi). Then by (2.5) we have gz’“’ = cg,,, where c is 
a root of unity. Let m’: 9 + Z be the mapping defined by m’(ua) = m(u), 
namely m’(x, y) = m(y, x). Then we have nvs8 gr”“‘= g: with g, 
modular. Since the situation is the same as above, we have the following 
relations by (3.5): m’( LO) = m’(0, 1) = . . = m’(0, (p - 1)/2) (mod 1), in 
other words, 
m(O,l)=m(l,O)- ... =m((p- 1)/2, 0) (mod I). (3.6) 
By (3.5) and (3.6) the proof is completed. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 3.6. Let 1 and m be the same as in Lemma 3.5. If g E 9 and g’ = 
rLe9 gu “‘(‘), then g E Y. 
Prooj By Lemma 3.5 we have n,,,g~(‘)=(n,,,g,)“x (n,,,gr’@)) 
with k, m’(u) E Z. Since fl,,, g, is a constant by (2.6), it follows that 
g=d.-I,EyPg~‘(u) with c E C”. Since g and g, have Fourier coefficients in 
k,, we have c E k;. This implies n,, r gr”“’ = cP ‘g E 9, hence g E Y. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.2. The group 9 coincides with the group Y. 
Proof Since Y/Y is a torsion group by Theorem 2.1, if g E 9, then 
some power of g belongs to Y. Hence it is suflicient to prove that if 1 is 
a prime, and if g E 9 and g’E 9, then g E Y. Since g’E Y, we have (cg)‘= 
rL.9 g:‘“‘, where c E C x and m(u) E Z. This implies that the Fourier coef- 
ficients of [,cg with some Ith root of unity [, belong to k,, hence [,cge 9. 
Then by Lemma 3.6 we have [,cg E Y. Since g E 9, we have <,c E k;, hence 
gEY. Q.E.D. 
By Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 we conclude that the group 9 consists of all 
functions c n,, ye gf’“’ such that c E kp” and {m(u)> satisfies the conditions 
(i)(iv) in Theorem 3.1. The fact that nue9 g, is a constant is the only one 
relation among the functions g,, and its precise value is the following: 
fl g, = & e-((~p 1)/4)ai. 
uezz 
4. COMPUTATION OF THE CUSPIDAL CLASS NUMBER 
1. By the results of Section 3 we can transform the problem of 
computing the cuspidal. class number to a problem of purely algebraic 
nature. Namely, if we identify the cuspidal divisor group 9 with the group 
ring R by (2.2), then div B is a subgroup of R, described in the following 
proposition, and the cuspidal class number is equal to the index 
[R,: div F]. 
Let 0, o+,~, a-,d be as in Section 2.3. Let I,, be the set of all elements 
c ?E c( + ) m(a) a of R (m(a) E Z) satisfying the following conditions: 
(Pp 1)/Z 
6) 1 m(c+,,) a2 = 0 (mod p), (4.1) 
o=l 
(Pp 1)/2 
(ii) c m(o-,b) b2=0 (mod p), (4.2) 
b=l 
(P- 1)/2 (Pp I)/2 
(iii) 1 m(a+,,) + p 1 m(g-,b) =O (mod 12). (4.3) 
Cl=1 b=l 
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Then Z,* is an ideal of R. Note that p2 z 1 (mod 24) because of p # 2,3. 
This implies that the condition (4.3) is equivalent to the following: 
(P- 1)/2 (p ~ I)/2 
(iii’) p C rn(~+,~)+ C m(a-,b)~O (mod 12). (4.4) 
u= I h=l 
PROPOSITION 4.1. div 9 = Z,2 0. 
ProoJ: By the results of Section 3, the group B consists of all functions 
g=clLJp g?“’ where CE kp” and {m(u)} satisfies the conditions (i)-(iv) 
in Theorem 3.1. For each u let c( be the unique element of C( ) ) such that 
u=waind.Ifa=a+U, then r=p, xzu (modp), y=O. If a=o’_,6, then 
r= 1, x = 0, y = b (mod p). Since div(gi2p) = 12paB by Proposition 2.3, 
we have 12p div( g) = div( g”“) = C m(u) div( g?) = 12p C m(u) atI, hence 
div(g) = (C m(u) a) 0. Put m(a) =rn(u). Then the conditions (i)-(iv) in 
Theorem 3.1 are equivalent to (4.1))(4.4). This proves the proposition. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark. We may call the ideal RO n R the Stickelberger ideal (cf. 
[ 133). We can prove that it coincides with Z,2& but we omit its proof 
because we do not need the result. 
2. We note that deg 0 =O. This follows from the fact that 
div(gA?) = 12~0. Since p2 = 1 (mod 24) we denote by I the integer 
(p’-1)/24. Put p=~c,Ec-c+ja, p+ =CF:;1)‘2(r+,rr, p. =C~z~I’)‘2u-,b. 
LEMMA 4.1. [EZ,, and @I=0 ifandonly if<~Zp. 
ProojI ~0 = (deg 0) p = 0. That p EZ,, can be verified directly. Con- 
versely, assume 5 E R, and @I = 0. Since the set of idempotents e, is a basis 
of R,, we can write r =C, a(x) e, with arc. Then 0= <O= 
i C, 4x) B2,,,c e,. Since if x # 1, then B2,x,c#0 (see the proof of 
Theorem 2.1), we have a(x)=0 for all x# 1. Hence < = a(,,e, EC+. If 
~EZ,~, then 4:~Zp. Q.E.D. 
Let I,,, (resp. I,,) be the set of all elements of I,, which satisfy that the 
left hand side of (4.3) is congruent to 0 modulo 121 (resp. equal to 0). 
LEMMA 4.2. (1) [Z,,8 : Z,,,e] = 1. 
(2) I,,,0 = z,e. 
Proof: (1) Let v = @ with 5 =x.(a) aEZ12. Let k=k(t) be the 
integer determined by C, m(a+,,) + p Cb m(o--,b) = 12k. Then the residue 
class of k modulo I depends only on q. In fact, let [’ be another element 
of I,* satisfying q = 5’0. Then (5 - 5’) 8=0, hence by Lemma 4.1 
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5 - 5’ = np with n E Z. This implies that k(5) - k([‘) = nl, hence k(5) = k(<‘) 
(mod I). Put cp(q) = k (mod I). Then CP is a homomorphism from Zi28 to 
Z/IZ. Since ker cp = ZJ3, it is sufficient to prove that cp is surjective. Let 
k E Z/lZ be any element. Since (p, I) = 1, we can choose an integer x 
satisfying px~ k (mod I). Then 5 = 12pxo+,, satisfies that 5 ~1~~ and 
(~(50) = k. (2) k(p) = 1, hence p E I,,!. If 5 E Zizl and k(t) = nl (n E Z), then 
k(c-np) =O, hence 5 -np~Z,,. This implies Zlz,=Z,,+ Zp, so that 
Z,,,8 = I,0 by Lemma 4.1. Q.E.D. 
By Proposition 4.1 and Lemma 4.2, the cuspidal class number is equal to 
CR, : z,eyl. put s = (1/12)(pp+ + pp ), 8’ = 8 -s. 
LEMMA 4.3. (1) Z,,s = 221~ + . 
(2) zoO=R,n(zoe’+z21p+). 
Proof. (1) The inclusion c can be verified immediately. In order to 
prove the equality, take the element 5 = C m(a) a defined by m(o+,,) = p, 
m(o +,J = 0 (a = 2, . ..) (p-1)/2), m(acJ)=2-p, m(o-,,)=2 (b=2 ,...) 
(p - 1)/2). Then we have 5 E I, and <s = 21~ + . This proves (1). (2) The 
inclusion c is obvious by (1). Let q = &I’ + 21np+ with <E I, and n an 
integer. Suppose deg 9 = 0. Since deg 8’ = -Z, we have n = deg t/(p - 1). 
Put ~l=@I=@‘+&. By (l), @=2n,Ip+ with some integer n,. Since 
degqi=O, we have ni=deg</(p-1) (=n). Hence ~=~,oZ,R This 
proves the reverse inclusion. Q.E.D. 
By Lemma 4.3 we have 
ztojzo 8E (R, + z,e’ + ~21~ + y(zo 8’ + ~21~ + 1. (4.5) 
For an integer d, let R, denote the subgroup of R consisting of all elements 
5 satisfying deg 5 = 0 (mod d). 
LEMMA 4.4. (1) RO+Z,,tl’+Z2fp+ =Rcpwl)[. 
(2) z,ef+z21fi+ =z12,e’+z21p+. 
Proof. (1) If ~=~m(a)aeZ,, then we have deg 5 = -(p- 1) 
&rn(g-,,)~(p-l)Z. Hence deg(Z,#‘)c(p-1)lZ. Since deg(2Zp+)= 
(p - 1) f, we have the equation of the lemma. (2) By the proof of 
Lemma 4.2(2), I,,, = I, + Zp, hence Zr2,8’ = Z,e + ZpUe’ = I,,0 + Zip. Put 
<=pp+-p-. Then ~EZ~ and lp=@‘+21np+ with n=(p+1)/2. This 
implies the inclusion 2. The reverse inclusion is obvious. Q.E.D. 
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Now we consider the following inclusion: 
R 3 R,, _ 1j1 =I I,,,@ + 221~ + = I,,,@. (4.6) 
Put R +,o=QICe(+)]. Then R,,, is a subalgebra of R,. 
LEMMA 4.5. The element 0’ is invertible in the group algebra R +,Q, 
hence also invertible in the group algebra R,. 
Prooj Let x be an algebra homomorphism of R, o into C. Then x 
induces a character x of Ce( k ). If x # 1, then x(0’) =‘fB,, # 0. If x = 1, 
then x(0’) = -1 # 0. Thus for any x we have x(0’) # 0. This implies that 8’ 
is invertible in R + Q. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.6. (1) [R: R+lJ,]=(p- 1)l. 
(2) [1,x@ + Z21P + : Z,,,8’] = (p + 1)/2. 
Proof (1) Obvious. (2) The left hand side is equal to 
CZ2lP + : Z21p+ n I,,,@]. Let @’ = 21np+ with r E Zlzl and n E Z. By 
Lemma 4.5, 8’ has an inverse t9’-’ in R,,,. Then [ = 21np+ VI= 
21n deg(e’-‘) ,u+ = -2np+. Since r E Z12,, we see n E (p + 1)/2Z. Put 
t= -(P+l)P+. Then 5 E I,,, and <f?’ = (p + 1)/2 .21p + . Thus we have 
Z,2,t? n 221,~ + = (p + 1)/2 .Z21p + . This proves (2). Q.E.D. 
Let A, B be two lattices in R,, and let C be a lattice contained in A n B. 
Then [A : C]/[B : C] is independent of the choice of C. We denote this 
number by [A : B]. Then it satisfies the usual multiplicative property, 
namely [A : B] = [A : O][O : B]. In particular, we have 
[R : Z,,,e’] = [R : Re’] [RfY : Z,,,O’]. (4.7) 
LEMMA 4.7. (1) [R : Re’] = 12(n,,I iB2,X)2. 
(2) [Re’ : Z,,,O’] = [R : Z,,,] = 121~~. 
In the product of (l), x is taken over all non-trivial characters of 
(Z/PZYl{ f 11. 
Proof. (1) [R: RO’]=[R:Rpe’]/[RfI’: Rpe’]. Put R, =Z[Ce(k)], 
R- =o~,~R+. Then R=R,@R-. Since pO’ER,, we have R/RptI’g 
(R+/R+pO’) @ (R-/R-p@) z (R+/R+pO’)*, and [R, : R+pO’] = 
fdet,+,,(pe’). Since C[Ce( + )] (= R+,c) is a direct sum of one-dimen- 
sional subspaces corresponding to all characters x of Ce( f ), we have 
det,+,,(pfY) = I&. x(pW) = pn/* n, x(0’). Here n = IC( f )I, and x(0’) is 
the same as in the proof of Lemma 4.5. Since 8’ is invertible in R, 
(Lemma 4.5), we have [RO’ : RpW] = [R : pR] = p”. This proves (1). 
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(2) Since 19’ is invertible in R,, we have [RO’ : Z&Y] = [R : Z12,]. Let 
cp: R + (Z/pZ) x (Z/pZ) x (Z/1212) be the homomorphism defined by 
(~(5) = h(5), (~~(5)~ ( ~(5))~ where for 5 = C 44 ~1, ~4) = C, W+,J a2 
(mod PI, (~~(5) = Cbmkdb2 (mod P), (P&J = iLm(o+,J + 
pCbm(o-,,) (mod 121). Let l3 be the element defined by m(o+.,)=p-2, 
m(o+,,) = -2 (a = 2, . ..) (~-1)/2), da-,,)=0 WI Let 51=o+,l-533 
52=0-,1 -P~J. Then r~(5~)=(1,0,0), (~(52)=(0, l,O), dtd= (O,O, 1). 
Hence cp is surjective. Since ker cp = Z12[, (2) is proved. Q.E.D. 
Now combining these lemmas with (4.5)-(4.7), we obtain the cuspidal 
class number of X(h), which is equal to that of X,(p). 
THEOREM 4.1. The cuspidal class number of the modular curve X,(p) is 
given by 
A cusp on X,(p) is said to be of the first type if it is lying above the cusp 
0 on X,,(p). Let %?’ be the subgroup of ‘% which is generated by the cusps 
of the first type. Then the order h:(p) of %’ is already known (Klimek [4], 
see also [ 131). Comparing it with Theorem 4.1, we have 
COROLLARY 1. h,(p)= (hy(p))2. 
3. Let %Y be the subgroup of %? which is generated by the cusps 
which are lying above the cusp co on X,(p). Then W” g %F. Kubert and 
Lang (Cl 1, Section 61) raised the problem to consider the relationship 
between the two groups 59 and V” + V. Corollary 1 suggests the 
possibility that %? = V” 0 VW. But this is not the case in general. We 
consider the intersection %’ n %? =. 
Let R + and Rp be the same as in the proof of Lemma 4.7. Then 
R = R, 0 R- . For any 5 E R, let us denote by 5 + and < _ the elements of 
R, and R-, respectively, defined by <=<++<-. Put Ro,+=RonR+, 
R,,-=R,nR-, Zo,+=ZonR+, IO,-=Z,nR-. Note that Z,.+cR,,+ 
and I,, _ c Ro, _ . Then, in our notation the groups %?:” and w” corresponds 
to Ro, + lRo, + n I,, 8 and Ro, JR, _ n Z,,O, respectively. 
LEMMA 4.8. (1) Ro, + n I,,0 = IO, + 8. 
(2) Ro,- nZ,,8=Zo,-8. 
Proof: (2) follows from (1) by multiplying 0 _, 1. (1) If l E Z,, + , then 
(0 = @ + + (0 _ = @3 + + (deg 5) 0 _ = &I + . This implies the inclusion 3. 
481/151,‘2-8 
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Conversely, let ~EI,, and @ERR,+. Then O=(@) ={+K +{-0+ = 
deg([+)K +Y-e+, hence 
t-6, = -deg(t+)K. (4.8) 
Let e, be the idempotent in R+,c corresponding to a character x of Cr( + ). 
Then <_e+e,= -deg(<+)Ke,. If ~fl, then e-e,=0 and e+e,= 
iBB2,fex. Since B,,, #O, we have 5 e, = 0. This implies that 5 ~ E Cp-, 
hence t- =n/.- with FEZ because ~EI,,. Put [‘= 5 -n,u. Then 
t’~InnR., and @ = Y’0 (Lemma 4.1). Replacing 5 by r’, we have 
deg 51, = 0 by (4.8), hence 5’ E I,, + . This proves the reverse inclusion. 
Q.E.D. 
The group %” n ‘$? corresponds to the subgroup G = (R, +/R, + n 1,20) 
n(Ro,JRo,~ nI,,8) of Ro/I,,8. For an element crag, put a-)~+ z -q- 
(mod I,,O), where q + E R,, + and v-cRo, -. Then p1=4+ +q~EIi2fI, 
hence r) = (0 with some < E I,2. Put IT> = { 5 E I,, 1 deg 5 + = deg 5 _ }. 
LEMMA 4.9. Let CI E G and r E I,, be as above. 
(1) lEIT2. 
(2) The class of r modulo I,,, + IO, + Zp is uniquely determined 
by CI. 
(3) Let rp(a) be the class of 5 in (2). Then cp induces an isomorphism 
G E If&I,, + + I,, - + Z/L). 
Proof: (1) q+=(@)+=5+e++(deg5~)8-. Since degr]+=O and 
deg& = -(deg0+), we have O=(deg<+ -degt-)dege+. Hence 
deg<+ =deg5-. (2) Let ~‘+ER,,+ and ~II E R, _ be other elements 
satisfying CI = v’+ 3 -qY (mod I,,8). Put q’ = $+ + q\ = 5’0 with 5’ E I,*. 
Since q+ -q’+ eRo.+ nI,,O, we have q+ -u]‘+ =5,.+8 with to,+ eIO,+ 
by Lemma 4.8. Similarly, V--V’- =ro,-O with to,- E&-. Put 
to = &,, + + co, ~. Then q = q’ + roe, hence q = @I = (5’ + co) 0. This implies 
~--<‘EI~,+ +I,,- +Zp by Lemma4.1. (3) If cp(~)=O, then 5eI0,+ + 
I,, _ + Zp. Replacing < by 5 - rz.~~ with some integer n, we may assume 
and <-EI~-. Then r]=#=~+8++~~0+, hence u=q+= 
;Z:s’$e+e E 0 (modI,,@, which proves the injectivity of cp. To 
prove the surjectivity, take any <’ E I& and put q’ = 5’0. Then 
deg q’+ = (deg <‘+ - deg <\ ) deg 0 + = 0, and deg q’ = 0. Thus the element 
~1’ = q’+ (mod 1128) = -q’Y (mod I,,B) belongs to G and satisfies 
q(d) = (‘(mod I,, + + I,, - + Zp). Q.E.D. 
Let us define a homomorphism 4: I$/(I,, + + I,, _ + Z,u) + Z/( (p - 1)/2)Z 
by $( 5) = deg [ + (mod( p - 1)/2). Since deg IA + = (p - 1)/2, this is well 
defined. 
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LEMMA 4.10. Let q4 be as above. 
(1) f$ is injective. 
(2) Let dl=(l+p, 12) and S,=((p-1)/2, 12/b,). Then Im4= 
(12/d,) Z/((p- 1)/2)Z. Hence (Im #I = (p- 1)/(2S,). 
ProoJ (1) If d(4) = 0, then deg < + = n(p - 1)/2 with some integer n. 
Put e’= r-np. Since <E IT2, we have deg <‘+ = deg <‘- = 0. Hence 
[‘EZ~,+ +I,,-, so that <EZ~,+ I,,- +Zp. This proves (1). (2) If <EZ:~, 
then (deg 5 +)( 1 + p) = 0 (mod 12). Hence deg 5 + = 0 (mod 12/6i), so 
that ImdC(12/6,)Z/((p-1)/2)Z. Put 5=(12p/6,)(cr+,,+o_,,). Then 
(eZ;C2 and 4(r)= 12p/6, (mod(p- 1)/2). Since (p, (p- 1)/2)= 1, Irn4 is 
generated by 12/h,. This proves (2). Q.E.D. 
By Lemmas 4.9 and 4.10 we have the following: 
THEOREM 4.2. The group %” n%” is a cyclic group of order v, where 
v = (p - 1) d/12 and d is the denominator of (p - 1)/12, namely, d= 1, 2, 3, 6 
according as p 3 1,7, 5, 11 (mod 12). 
COROLLARY 2. The factor group ??/(W’ + W’) is a cyclic group of order 
v, and is generated by the class of P, - PO, where P, (resp. PO) is the prime 
divisor corresponding to the cusp co (resp. 0) on X,(p). 
Proof. By Theorem 4.1, Corollary 1, and Theorem 4.2, the order of 
%/(%‘O +V) is v. The rest follows from the equation R. = Ro, + + Ro, _ + 
Z(o+,, -o-,i), which we prove now. For any tJ =C m(a) a E Ro, put 
l1 =C~m(o+,,)(a+,,-o-,,), tJ2=C,(m(o+,,)+m(o-,,))a-,,. Then 5= 
<i+tz and r2~Ro,-. Since b+,e-~-,P=(~+,n-~+,l)+(~-,l-~_,,)f 
(0 +. i - c _ , I ), the equation follows. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3. The factor group %‘/(%‘+WW) is isomorphic to the 
cuspidal divisor class group of X’,(p). 
ProoJ: By Corollary 2 and Ogg [ 15, Theorem on p. 2281. Q.E.D. 
By Theorem 4.2, %“O A V = 0 if and only if p = 5, 7, 13. In these cases 
V=VO@W=. Since h,(5)= h,(7)= 1, the only non-trivial case is p= 13. 
We have h,(13) = 1g2, hence V” 2%” g Z/19Z and %z (Z/19Z)2. (The 
fact %?’ g Z/19Z is also observed in Ogg [ 151 by using Eisenstein series.) 
Whenp=11,wehaveh,(ll)=52andv=5.HenceCeo=~mrZ/5Z.We 
can verify that the class of P, -PO is of order 25. Hence % is a cyclic 
group of order 25 generated by the class of P, -PO. 
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